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NEW YORK TIMES 
DAILY CROSSWORD

ACROSS
 1 Joint that a 

sock covers
 6 Small recess
 11 Karl Marx’s 

“___ Kapital”
 14 Country star 

Tucker
 15 Theater worker
 16 Month with 

Columbus Day: 
abbr.

 17 Giving away 
unwanted items 
rather than 
trashing them

 19 Second letter 
after epsilon

 20 Rage
 21 Luau dance
 22 Absorbs, as gravy 

on a plate
 24 Broccoli ___
 26 Clark of the Daily 

Planet
 28 Obsessive to a 

fault
 29 The Supremes’ 

“___! In the Name 
of Love”

 30 Extra job in the gig 
economy

 33 Gin’s partner in a 
classic drink

 35 Look at, in the 
Bible

 36 Put in more 
ammunition

 39 Greeting in Tel Aviv
 42 Lessens, as pain
 44 Alternatives to 

Nikes
 46 Dramatically 

end a speech, 
in a way

 51 Result of a traffic 
ticket

 52 Many, many, 
many, many, 
many moons

 53 Hanker (for)
 54 Ex-senator Bayh
 55 “Hold your horses”
 58 Tear to bits
 60 Mind’s I?
 61 Reaction to an 

overshare
 62 Crowdfunding site 

... or a hint to the 
beginnings of 17-, 
30- and 46-Across

 65 Goal
 66 Inventor Howe
 67 Prefix between 

tri- and penta-

 68 Martial arts master 
Bruce

 69 What a star on 
the American flag 
represents

 70 Slightly off
 
 DOWN
 1 Initially
 2 Holden Caulfield, 

for “The Catcher 
in the Rye”

 3 Patella
 4 Chemical 

compound with 
the formula 
NaOH

 5 Made for ___ 
other

 6 Centers of atoms
 7 Components of 

archipelagoes
 8 Second letter 

after upsilon
 9 Roosters’ 

mates
 10 Therefore
 11 “Crime ___ pay”
 12 Real
 13 Alternative to a 

paper clip
 18 Hardy-har-hars
 23 Previous 

incarnation

 25 Disorder resulting 
in seizures

 27 Bagful carried 
by a caddie

 31 When repeated, 
a sneaky laugh

 32 Mil. branch with 
B-52s

 34 Paint layer
 37 Wood for a 

baseball bat
 38 Profound
 40 Classic typewriter 

brand
 41 Bosses
 43 Look smugly upon
 45 Madrid matrons
 46 Insurance type 

that often accom-
panies medical

 47 Dormmate, e.g.
 48 Punctual
 49 Existing: Lat.
 50 Coin with Lincoln 

on it
 56 Barely makes, 

with “out”
 57 Pinball fail
 59 Facts and figures
 63 Spying org.
 64 Band with the 

1993 hit “Every-
body Hurts”
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 7,000 past 
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).

Read about and comment on each puzzle: nytimes.com/wordplay.

CLASSIC COMICS
ZIGGY By Tom Wilson HERMAN By Jim Unger

BEETLE BAILEY By Mort Walker

FRANK & ERNEST By Thaves

ARLO & JANIS By Jimmy Johnson

B.C. By Mastroianni & Hart

Focus on what you can do and how best 
to help others. Patience, understanding and 
good advice will turn you into the go-to per-
son for friends and family.  

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Be 
receptive, but don’t feel you have to follow 
or give in to someone who isn’t authentic 
or reliable. Pick and choose the people you 
associate with based on morals.  

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Don’t 
try to impress someone by taking a risk. 
Stick to the safe route, no matter what oth-
ers do. You have plenty to gain by using 
your intelligence to get what you want.  

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): 
Concentrate on what you can accomplish. 
Reach for the stars, but be reasonable, even 
if someone close to you isn’t. Personal 
improvements can be achieved if you do 
what’s right.  

CANCER (June 21-July 22): 
Encourage others, and you will get the 
same in return. Set goals and take the 
road less traveled if it promotes something 
you’ve been longing to do.   

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): If someone 
asks you to do something that appears to 
be dangerous or could cause health prob-
lems or upset someone you love, know 
enough to back away. 

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Listen 
and revise what you hear to suit your 
needs. Put some muscle behind your plans, 
and make a difference to the outcome and 
concerns that matter to you.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Take time 
out to make personal improvements that 
will make you feel good and make you more 
marketable.   

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Do 
your own thing, and be respectful of what 
others want to do as well. A creative idea 
can turn into a worthwhile investment that 
will allow you to build confidence.  

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): 
Question anyone trying to use emotional 
tactics or false information to push you in 
a different direction. A change you want to 
make should be for the right reason. 

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): 
Hard work will pay off, but don’t neglect 
to take care of your health and physical 
well-being. Injury or illness, however insig-
nificant, should not be allowed to turn into 
something more serious.  

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Take 
better care of yourself, your relationships 
and your personal possessions. Emotions 
will run high and can cause problems if you 
let anger take over. Channel your energy 
into something that will benefit you.  

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): It’s 
OK to dream, but don’t lose sight of what’s 
possible. Know your limitations and how 
best to make the most with what you’ve 
got. Time matters, and preparation and 
organization will lead to success.  

MONDAY, MARCH 4, 2019

By Eugenia Last

YOUR HOROSCOPE

PUZZLES

 Each row and each column must 
contain the numbers 1 through 4  
(easy) or 1 through 6 (challenging) 
without repeating.

 The numbers within the heavily 

outlined boxes, called cages, must 
combine using the given operation 
(in any order) to produce the target 
numbers in the top-left corners. 

 Freebies: Fill in single-box cages with 
the number in the top-left corner.
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